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Kenya
13 April 2020: Detectives from the Directorate of
Criminal Investigations (DCI) are reportedly in search of
a driver who disappeared with various mobile phones
valued at a total of KES 120 million. According to the
DCI, a driver was expected to transport mobile phones filling
up 750 cartons from a Warehouse at JKIA. This was to another
warehouse located in Eastleigh, Nairobi. However, the delivery
was never received, sparking fears of theft by the driver.
Read more: Gadgets Africa
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South Africa

Italy

12 April 2020: A police investigation has led to an

9 April 2020: A group of three people Hijacked a

arrest after a truck transporting liquor from Paarl to

grocery truck carrying a load of lamb meat for Easter

Table Bay Harbour for exportation was Hijacked. “It

dinners. The heavy vehicle, which departed from

is alleged that the driver was Hijacked by suspects

Palo del Colle and headed for Bitonto, was traveling

during a mechanical breakdown en route to the harbour,”

on an urban road when it was chased, approached, and flanked

Western Cape police spokesperson Colonel Andrè Traut said.

by a dark-colored car with three people on board with their

Read more: News24 (South Africa)

faces covered. They forced the two drivers to pull over and to
get out of the truck, taking them hostage, before freeing them a
few kilometers later in the countryside near Bitonto.
Read more: Bitonto Viva (Italy)

Northern Ireland
11 April 2020: Police are appealing for
information following the a theft of two trailers
from premises in Hillsborough. Detectives

APAC

received a report that two trailers filled with
soft drinks products were stolen from premises in the Aghnatrisk
Road area sometime the previous evening.
Read more: Belfast Telegraph (Northern Ireland)

India
14 April 2020: A severe shortage of workers
and transport in clearing cargo has clogged

11 April 2020: Detectives are appealing for

airports, ports, and, to some extent, railway

witnesses following two armed robberies of Cashin-Transit delivery vehicles in Belfast. In the first
incident, it was reported that a man, armed with
a knife, threatened a Cash-in-Transit employee outside a
supermarket on Kennedy Way. The man made off with a cash
box which he dropped a short distance away before making off
in a white car believed to have been driven by an accomplice. A
short time later it was reported that a man, armed with a knife,
threatened another Cash-in-Transit employee outside a shop

stations. This is despite the fact that freight
movement by air and rail and even trade cargo handled at ports
face no lockdown restrictions. The ambiguity surrounding the
definitions of essential and non-essential commodities is lending
impediments to the process. Waiving demurrage charges at
airports is acting as a disincentive for importers in taking their
goods.
Read more: Hellenic Shipping News

on Glen Road. The man made off with a cash box in a white
coloured car down Glen Road towards the Monagh bypass.
Read more: Police Service of Northern Ireland

Pakistan
14 April 2020: Foreign betel nuts and cigarettes
worth millions of rupees have been found inside

Ireland

five bogies of a freight train at Karachi City Railway
10 April 2020: Revenue officers seized €80,000
worth of illegal medicine which was destined
for a Dublin address. Nearly 13kg of suspected
pharmaceuticals, which came from India, were

found in a package at the Dublin Parcel Hub. The parcel, with
around 40,000 tablets, was seized as part of an operation
targeting the sale of illegal medicines in the “shadow economy”.

Station. They were seized in an operation jointly
conducted by the Pakistan Customs and Railway police. Karachi
Customs Intelligence Superintendent Sikandar Khanzada told
SAMAA TV that the action was taken on a tip off that indicated
that a freight train was coming from Lahore to Karachi carrying
smuggled items.
Read more: SAMAA TV (Pakistan)

Read more: Irish Mirror
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Malaysia
14 April 2020: Seafarers face continuing threats
from pirates and armed robbers on the world’s seas,

North & South
America

says the International Chamber of Commerce’s (ICC)
International Maritime Bureau (IMB), reporting 47
attacks in the first three months of 2020, up from 38
in the same period last year. Pirates boarded 37 ships in the first

Brazil

quarter of 2020. The Gulf of Guinea remains the world’s piracy

15 April 2020: A truck driver was kidnapped after

hotspot. Seventeen crew were kidnapped in three incidents in

having his cargo of lube oil stolen on BR-381

these waters, at distances of between 45–75 nautical miles from

highway, near Nova Era. He was approached by

the coast.
Read more: International Chamber of Commerce

criminals at a stop. The Federal Highway Police
(PRF) managed to free the victim after a routine approach in
Sabará.
Read more: Globo G1 (Brazil)

Bangladesh

11 April 2020: A cargo of coronavirus tests was

13 April 2020: Food aid theft (or pilfering),

stolen from Guarulhos International Airport. The

or rather plundering, during the COVID-19

police located the cargo and apprehended the

emergencies continues, with more than a

suspects. The cargo was valued at R $ 4 million.

dozen local ruling Awami League leaders

Read more: Aero In (Brazil)

and activists having been arrested for their share in the crime
since 31 March, as reported by New Age. While many media

11 April 2020: According to figures

outlets, print and electronic, have for a few days reported the

published by the Ministry of Justice, the

theft of food aid, meant to afford the poor, and low- and fixed-

state of Rio Grande do Sul showed a 20.6%

income people some relief during the general holiday that has

drop in cargo theft in 2019, compared to

now been stretched until 25 April beginning on 26 March to

the previous year. Other crimes like homicides and other types

ensure a stay-at-home order and social distancing protocol, a

of robbery have also fallen. For the commander of the Military

non-pharmaceutical infection control action that has now been

Brigade, the RS Seguro program—an initiative launched last

on adoption across the world, it emerged that Awami League

year by the state government to try to reduce crime—is one of

leaders have felt embarrassed.

the main factors to achieve the decrease. One of the strategies
is to prioritize eighteen municipalities with the highest levels
of violence to receive actions in the area of security, including
reinforcement of personnel and monitoring of crime indicators.

Indonesia

Read more: GaúchaZH (Brazil)

12 April 2020: Police were investigating the theft
of thousands of face masks kept at the warehouse
of the Central Kalimantan Provincial Health Office.
Chief of the Palangka Raya City Police Senior

Mexico

Commissioner Dwi Tunggal Jaladri said he had sent his men to

15 April 2020: The leader of a prominent cargo

the scene to investigate the case.

theft ring was arrested in Tehuacán, Puebla

Read more: Tempo.Co (Bangladesh)

after authorities identified his vehicle as having
been involved in the 10 April theft of a trailer. The
man heads a criminal group, which typically operates in the
municipalities of Tehuacán and Altepexi in Puebla.
Read more: Periodico Central (Mexico)
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13 April 2020: Fourteen people were arrested

14 April 2020: With a global shortage of air

in Mexico City after being caught unloading

cargo space and extraordinary demand to move

merchandise from two trailers into a smaller cargo

emergency medical supplies, some overseas
passenger airlines are taking out the seats on

vehicle. The arrest was made after authorities
received an anonymous call reporting a cargo theft.
When authorities located and approached the scene, the group

aircraft to make more room for freight.
Read more: FreightWaves.com

attempted to flee on foot, but was ultimately apprehended.
Read more: Seguridad en America (Mexico)

14 April 2020: A Texas freight service’s truck
driver is accused of stealing “a large quantity”

13 April 2020: According to an intelligence report

of merchandise from a sports brand’s Georgia

presented by the Secretary of Security and Citizen

warehouse.

Protection and the National Center for Intelligence,

Read more: WGXA-TV (Macon, GA)

organized criminal groups are also seeing the
effects of the pandemic on their cash flow. With the decline in

13 April 2020: Long-standing problems

cross border drug sales and the supply of chemical precursors

with bridges starting to show their age have

dropping, criminal groups are expected to turn their attention to

hindered regional economies way before the

other activities such as cargo theft, extortion, and kidnapping.

coronavirus pandemic crippled the flow of

Read more: Criterio Hidalgo (Mexico)

commerce.
Read more: Transport Topics
13 April 2020: When flight 1392 touched down

U.S. & Canada

in Hamilton, Ontario it brought with it millions
of badly needed N95 respirator masks to help

15 April 2020: Not surprisingly, the coronavirus
pandemic delivered a heavy hit to U.S. port
volumes in March. The unknown is how long the
container drought will continue.
Read more: FreightWaves.com
15 April 2020: Truck drivers crossing
the Canadian border must wear a nonmedical mask or face covering under a
new rule aimed at curbing the spread of COVID-19.
Read more: FreightWaves.com
14 April 2020: A cargo vessel that had departed
from the Dominican Republic and arrived at a
shipping facility on the Miami River seemed to be
transporting a variety of legitimate merchandise.
But on closer inspection, federal customs officers found two

in the fight against COVID-19. It was the third
delivery of critical supplies arriving under a made-for-Canada
plan set up with the help of diplomats and consultants in
China, a warehouse in Shanghai, and two of Canada’s airlines.
With the global market overwhelmed by chaos and acts of
piracy, Canada needed to take some of the risk out of securing
supplies.
Read more: CBC
13 April 2020: While a Canadian airline’s usual
operations have definitely slowed down, it is
ramping up its COVID-19 efforts. Instead of
flying customers around the world, the Canadian
company is reconfiguring the passenger cabins of its planes,
and it’s going to transport medical supplies instead.
Read more: Narcity.com

wooden pallets stacked with 48 car batteries—and 35 of them
were filled with packages of cocaine.
Read more: Miami Herald
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13 April 2020: The Port of Oakland reported
that global trade weakened by the coronavirus
pandemic resulted in a year-over-year 10.3%
container import decline in March. The Port of
Long Beach last week blamed the coronavirus for 19 canceled
sailings during the first quarter of 2020, and the Port of Los
Angeles reported a year-over-year March volume drop of 30.9%.
Read more: FreightWaves.com
10 April 2020: A large number of companies
are shutting down operations and are currently
unable to handle cargo. News of business closure
does not always reach transportation providers
for goods in transit until after arrival at the intended destination.
This can result in unintended cargo storage in high-risk areas
without appropriate security controls or protective safeguards
and increased inventory levels at static locations.
Read more: Marine Link

The information contained in this document is the property of Sensitech Inc. This information may not be sold, licensed, or used for business development in any capacity without the prior written consent
of Sensitech Inc. Sensitech Inc. encourages recipients to use this information for cargo theft prevention activities and to share this information in its entirety with colleagues who may also benefit in a theft
prevention capacity. Where possible, we have elected to maintain news articles and briefs in their native grammatical format. ©2020 Sensitech Inc.
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